
Emotion Journey
This chart tracks how you feel as you begin and end each Module, 
so you can see whether or not the Module helped you feel better.

Stating how you feel in an Emotion Sentence allows you to 
practice identifying how you are feeling and the cause of those 
feelings, which are the thoughts behind them, in one efficient 
sentence. This information then helps you identify what you need 
to feel better. 

When you realize it’s not the situation that’s causing your 
emotions, it’s your thoughts about the situation, you regain a 
sense of control. Even when you can’t control the situation, you 
have a choice about how to respond to your thoughts about it. 

HOW TO USE THIS SHEET:
Ideally, you will write an Emotion Sentence at the beginning 

and end of each Module by filling in the blanks with your 
predominant emotion and finishing the sentence. 

The goal is to feel better after completing the activities in each 
Module and ultimately to move up the Elevator as you progress 
through the Modules.  

MODULE EMOTION SENTENCE 

1. FOUNDATION Beginning: I feel  because 

FOUNDATION End: I feel  because 

2. Beginning: I feel  because 

FOUNDATION End: I feel  because 

3. Beginning: I feel because 

FOUNDATION End: I feel  because 

4. Beginning: I feel  because 

FOUNDATION End: I feel  because 

5. Beginning: I feel  because 

FOUNDATION End: I feel  because 

6. Beginning: I feel  because 

FOUNDATION End: I feel  because 

7. Beginning: I feel because 

FOUNDATION End: I feel  because 

8. Beginning: I feel  because 

FOUNDATION End: I feel  because 

9. GRADUATION  Beginning:   I feel  because 

FOUNDATION End: I feel  because 
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This chart tracks how you feel as you begin and end each Module, so you 
can see whether or not the Module helped you feel better.

HOW TO USE THIS SHEET:

Ideally, you will write an Emotion Sentence at the beginning 
and end of each Module by filling in the blanks with your 
predominant emotion and finishing the sentence. 

The goal is to feel better after completing the activities in each 
Module and ultimately to move up the Elevator as you progress 
through the Modules.  

MODULE EMOTION SENTENCE 

1. FOUNDATION Beginning: I feel because 

FOUNDATION End: I feel  because  

2.              Beginning: I feel  because   

FOUNDATION End: I feel  because   

3.          Beginning: I feel  because   

FOUNDATION End: I feel  because   

4.          Beginning: I feel  because  

FOUNDATION End: I feel   because  

5. Beginning: I feel because 

FOUNDATION End: I feel  because   

6.                                          Beginning: I feel  because   

FOUNDATION End: I feel  because   

7.                              Beginning: I feel  because  

FOUNDATION End: I feel  because  

8.                                          Beginning: I feel  because  

FOUNDATION End: I feel  because  

9. GRADUATION  Beginning:   I feel  because  

FOUNDATION End: I feel  because  

               TOOL EXAMPLEEE   

Emotion Journey
                              

hopeful 

nervous

resentful 

less resentful 

annoyed 

comforted 

sad 

better (neutral) 

overwhelmed 

inspired 

irritated 

hopeful 

nervous 

empowered 

open 

excited 

proud 

bittersweet 

I’ve heard this program really helps. 

I don’t like going to group sessions. 

my support system isn’t very supportive. 

I can see some people actually love me. 

I’m not sure I want to do the Spirit Module. 

I actually got an AHA moment in this one. 

I just got some bad news 

I enjoyed the visualization. 

there’s so much going on.

I’m going to say NO to some activities. 

I think they’ll talk about diet & exercise. 

I’m committing to taking care of myself. 

I don’t want to dwell on the past. 

I see I make mostly good decisions. 

I know that I’m strong. 

I love the Dialog With... exercise. 

I completed the whole thing! 

It’s over... 

Support 

Spirit 

Hope 

Balance 

Self-Care 

Life Story 

Inner Strengths 
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